a thru line of a longer length, and a highly reflective load are used as standards; these are depicted in Fig. 2 
(b). Engen and
Hoer [3] showed that because the number of measurements is larger than the number of unknowns, both the electrical delay of the thru line and the reflection coefficient of the highly reflective load may be determined during the unterminating proce- If the S~j"*k are defined as the S parameters measured by the analyzer of the fixture with the k th standard embedded in it, the S/,mA will differ fmm the Sl~A by some small measurement error.
We can define a vector of residuals, r,;, as
The values~~1 and~~(and~and~~if they are not known]
for which the sum of the squares of the residuals is a minimum are knQwn as the least-s flyares estimates of S~l, SF, y, and 17~, respectively. Thus~~1, S~,~, and~~satisfy
Zlrfi(N&~3~L)12 is aminimum.
(3) kg These estimates are, in the least-squares sense, the best approximation to the actual values Qf S~l, S~, y, and 17~for a given set of measurements S,jmk.
The least-squares estimates~1~,~~, +, and~~of S{l, S?, y, and r~may be found by a variety of standard numerical techniques. In this wak the IMSL subroutine DUNLSF,Z which is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and a finite difference Jacobian, was used [5] . The algorithm calculates the Jacobian of a real vector functicm for a set Qf guessed parameters using finite differences. The Jacobian is used to calculate better guesses for the parameters of a nonlinear functicm until convergence is reached.
The functions~j are complex vector functions of the complex parameters S~l, S~, y, and r~. The subroutine DUNSLF was used to find the least-squares estimates of S~l, {~, y, and r~.
That is, the subroutine DUNSLF was used to fmd the values ,ff~~fz~and~= for which the sum of the squares of the l] : 11" residuals r,: was minimized.
The subroutine DUNSLF was written to operate on real vector functims of real vectcrrs. In order to find the solution to this problem, the real and imaginary elements of the complex vectors were mapped into real elements of real vectm-s fm-the purpme of solving the problem numerically. Thus for each possible value Qf k (one for each standard) and index~(where i and j assume values of (i= 1, j = 1), (i = 2, j = 2), and (i = 2, j = 1)1, an index Z was assigned. The real and imaginary parts of each complex r,f were mapped intQ indices 21 -1 and 21 of a corresponding real vector G where is the real vectm function to be minimized in the least-squares sense. The arguments of G (the SC, SF, y, and r~) were arranged into a real vector in a similar way, allowing the subroutine DUNSLF to be used without modification.
III. ANALYSIS OF RANDOM ERRORS
Both random and systematic errors are introduced during the process of de-embedding. In most cases the systematic measurement error is due to systematic deviations in the standards from ideal standards and cannot be rem'oved from the measurements.
These systematic errors can only be estimated from fundamental considerations, and their treatment is beyond the scope of this work. Random measurement errors can be reduced by statistical analysis, and will be discussed here.
The variance-covariance matrix of the parameters of the~j is a measure of the error due to estimating those parameters from the data when the errors in the data are normally distributed. The variance-covariance matrix o is approximately [6] =~z(p'')"l tions is achieved by utilizing a large set of known reflective 
